Friday, 6 Dec.: Seniors--brace yourselves--Paula's proofs of your PSAT faces will be distributed from 10:00 to 12:30 in the auditorium foyer. Today also next semester's schedule appears. Special reminder from mtk (who is vacationing this week with a very old man at the North Pole): “Those of us who still wish on stars and hang stockings out on Christmas Eve, don’t forget to put out your shoes tonight. For yes, faithful remnant, there is a Saint Nicholas. Non-believers, put your shoes out anyway. Who knows—you might get a free shoe shine.”

Saturday, 6 Dec.: Women of MC (and the world)—unite! Now on campus—UWI—Union for Women's Identity. Break the chains of man's domineering reign! Join UWI!

Sunday, 7 Dec.: Art Annex is a good scene for the Art Club Indian Bazaar from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. (Should we notify Tonto or Mrs. Ghandif?)

Monday, 8 Dec.: Thank you BMH—no classes. (For all you Episcopalians and other degenerates, it's the Feast of the Immaculate Conception.) Also today we announce the Grand Re-opening of Mary Sweeney's Broad Ripple Establishment. Master Charge welcome and green stamps on Friday.

Tuesday, 9 Dec.: Pre-registration for Juniors and Seniors. At 12 noon the Biology and Conservation Club does its meeting in Room 157. At 12:30 in Room 25 is the Music Club Movie. (No, it's not a Flash Gordon rerun.) Choral Practice in MH Aud. at 3:15. At 8 p.m. in our beloved Gym it's the KNIGHTS vs. Huntington. Go, Go Knight and Day... After the game is the Junior Class Mixer in the Gym Lounge.

Wednesday, 10 Dec.: Pre-registration again. Women are good Sports so they'll give to Gym at 7:00 p.m.

Thursday, 11 Dec.: Pre-registration again. Choral practice (do they or don't they—need it, I mean) at 3:15 in MH Aud. Manchester College Students visit our scenic campus and meet in Clare Hall Dining Room from 5-7 p.m., sponsored by the Education Dept.

Jewish Redbird

---

NATIONAL NEWS...

North Vietnam cannot defeat or humiliate the United States. Only Americans can do that.” President's address November 3. Americans did just that. Investigations have revealed the My Lai massacre by normal American soldiers. The enemy were old men, women, and children.

Quang Nai province, in which My Lai is situated has always been a Viet Cong stronghold despite high casualty rates for the enemy. C company of the American Division’s 11th Infantry had a tough assignment—to clear the Viet Cong out of the area. The company’s strength had been cut from 190 to 105 by some unseen enemy snipers and booby traps. The company, having been in Vietnam for just a month, had encountered no major direct combat with the Viet Cong.

On March 16, 1968, 85 men of C Company were flown by helicopter to the outskirts of My Lai. Under a heavy fire of First Lieutenant William Lewis Colley, met with no offensive, American soldiers killed the unarmed villagers of My Lai and some of the people were shot while fleeing or begging for mercy. Others were herded into groups into which grenades were thrown. Estimates of the murdered victims ranged from 109 to 567.

The soldiers aren't guilty, Mr. Nixon, but you and the advocates of war are. Genocide was supported by Hitler, will it be by you?

###DEFENSE###

Nixon announced that the U.S. would never use germ warfare defensively. (Cont. next col.)

---

CB


Yes that's right. The Carbon will come to an end if we cannot find a typist. Someone, anyone, interested in becoming an object of conservative criticism and who might enjoy absurdist activity in Thursday evening between 6:45 to 8:45. Please approach either Mr. John Mahoney or Mike Miller.

The rewards are few but far between.

Any student in need of part-time employment, but not eligible for assistance through the Financial Aid Office, please contact the Placement Office for job possibilities.

In order to provide the best possible service to ALL STUDENTS, Placement Office will have a suggestion box, located in the lobby (cont.3)

---

###Alabama###

George C. Wallace plans to declare on January 15, that he will run for Governor of Alabama again in 1970. This gubernatorial election could insure his chances for running in the next presidential election.

---

ART CLUB INDIAN BAZAAR
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Q.: After reading articles in campus publications concerning theft of articles from the coat room outside the cafeteria and the "busy-work" nature of many work study jobs, why couldn't several work-study people be assigned to check coats and books by number during meal hours?

A.: The suggestion of a check room for the cafeteria is a good one. It would not only be a deterrent to theft, but it would also provide an added service to students and guests. Work-Study students could be assigned to staff the check room and the necessary physical arrangements are being investigated now.

Miss Jeffers

Q.: Why can't the SAC be kept opened until at least 2 a.m. on the weekends?

A.: This question will be discussed with the Administrative Committee of the College to determine the feasibility including such problems as security, economy, and an adequate program.

Dean Pille

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

Dear Editors:

Having been one of the silent majority of MARIAN College students for nearly a year and a half, I would appreciate my chance to say something that I deem truly important before I leave at semester's end. I wish to address my letter to all male students, although there are probably many coeds who feel the same way I do:

Fellow Students:

Are you tired of going to classes day in, day out? Do you really want to do something about it? Here's my solution: If you don't like school presently—QUIT! Maybe after some time on your own you'll want to return. Thus instead of "having to go," you will appreciate what school can do for you. As for myself, I'm tired of attending lectures; I want to get out and see what this world is about! I'm sick of being a pampered, well-cared-for nineteen-year-old. I don't want to be someone who doesn't give a damn whether people live or die as long as he keeps his "precious" 2-S. Sure I'm worried about being drafted, but no matter how many people protest against the draft, this is the law of the land, and until it is repealed legally, I am not going to run away from it.

Don't go to college JUST because your buddy or your girlfriend is going. Don't be a "conforming non-conformist." If you really want to join the world, there should be nothing stopping you.

As I have said previously, I am leaving because I have become disillusioned about the intellectual life at Marian. I may be back again, I may not. It depends upon my personal outlook and whether it changes or not in the next year or so.

If you are content with college life, and can take the pressures, fine, I'm all for you. But I beg of everyone here at Marian to think about this question," what is best for me? " And as soon as you've found your answer, strive for it with all your soul. I haven't found my answer yet, but I'm trying. Are you?

Jim Dicks

Dear CARBON:

It takes guts to March on Washington for the Peace Corridor and it takes guts to stand behind President Nixon. Two antithetical positions yet both display courage,

(Cont. next column)

victmir and commitment.

Take one male college graduate who might honestly be anti-Viet Nam. Faced with the draft he decides to teach for a couple of years until things cool off. Has he bothered to fill out CO forms? Has he taken any courses to prepare himself for his role as an educator? In too many cases both questions are answered negatively. Do these gentlemen strike you as courageous, or convicted or committed?

There are those who take a stand, like the COs and "Silent Majority" and "Vocal Minority" and there are those who run, like the increasing number of unprepared young men in the School Systems.

But I suppose we ought not think too unkindly of these fellows. After all, teachers are needed today, especially in the Inner City and Parochial schools. So what if these fellows are hiding behind the Educational System?

Mary Rose Kozlowski

SPORTS...

On November 25, Marian Knights played one of the better small colleges in the nation, Manover. Although Marian was defeated by 11 points (87-76), they played an excellent game and displayed good sportsmanship throughout the entire game. This was an excellent opportunity for Coach Reynolds to observe his men under pressure. With the performance that the freshman put on against Manover, Coach Dickinson may lose some of his players to the varsity while a few more varsity players will be watching the game in the stands with the rest of the spectators.

Undoubtedly, the outstanding player for Marian was Tim Berger. Tim, a senior this year, grabbed many vital rebounds while hitting for 18 points. Tim was hitting a fantastic percentage from the field but assured everyone that he would wake up by the next game. All kidding aside, Tim played an excellent game and we hope he keeps up the good work.

Two guards for Marian, Steve Drake and Bob Hasty both tallied nine points apiece. They both played good ball for Coach Reynolds and coach seemed pleased with theirs and the whole teams’ performance throughout the game.

Both Kato and Red Fox again agree that the (cont. p. 3)
Read Shirley Jackson's "Lottery," perhaps the most contemporary piece of literature you can find to celebrate the week end with. "THE LOTTERY" was a horrifying fairy tale until Monday night!

continued on page 1

THE LOTTERY was one of the most controversial pieces of literature written in the 20th century. It tells the story of a small town where every year, one family is selected by a lottery to be "run out of town" for the rest of their lives. The town's inhabitants are blind to the implications of their actions, and the story ends with the lottery's next year being announced.

We've all laughed about the numbers Uncle Sam has given us. The 244s and up are still laughing. The middle third is beginning to wonder about the "great bingo game in the Sky." And what of all those from the first third. Can they any longer laugh? They have chosen at random to join actively in the atrocity of Vietnam. They have been swept into our giant military garbage heap. Of course we could make a low number in the lottery a prize bestowed by the gods on a small group of lucky patriots. In case any of the lucky patriots don't feel so patriotic lately. We have a few suggestions as to your appearance at the military processing plant.

Tattoo a Viet Cong flag on your chest with the inscription, "Love it or leave it."

Stage a catatonic fit. If you can hold it until the end of the war, you win.

Have six friends deliver you to the induction center in a coffin.

Tattoo a liberty bell to the appropriate place on your body.

Wear an American flag with 51 stars (one for Vietnam) and claim Betsy Ross was your great grandmother.

Swallow a bottle of ink, shoot coca-cola, and tell of your recent rat bite.

Swallow a bottle of nitro-glycerin and say you are ready to go.

Wear "Pampers" and say you aren't horsebroken.

Now, if one of these is not prone to absurd behavior and has no great desire to see the Shrink, other alternatives might be of interest. One can be to be a CO and be imprisoned in a position of menial labor. One can resist in a number of ways if one is satisfied with prison. Then, there's always Canada. How can we evaluate this aspect of our civil system as right? We are free. Yet can one "legally" say killing is wrong without fear of punitive action by our system?

John Mahoney

Marjorie Turner has recently resigned her executive secretary position on the Student Board due to illness. One month of complete rest has been prescribed by her doctor. Margie was an outstanding figure on the board. Her dedication, perception and logic were of immeasurable import to the Board and the students she represented.

The Board's loss in this case and the degree to which Margie motivated Board actions will only be fully realized in the future.

Although not extramundane for MARIAN to posit a woman in an executive position, Margie added to her position a unique responsibility. She provided the Board with a responsible, bold and articulate central figure. In many cases Margie inserted impetus necessary for Board re-evaluation and her determination aided Board members through rough situations.

Thank you, Margie, from the CARBON and the Students we speak for (as few as that may be in some cases I am sure that our public could enlarge on this point.)

Now the Board is faced with the difficult task (if not impossible) of replacing Margie and filling the now vacant post. The executive secretary chair is much more than a secretarial position. The importance of this position is compounded when the committee positions attached to the chair are included.

When considering replacements I hope the Student Board takes many factors into consideration and chooses carefully and wisely so that our loss may not fulfill my expectations.

Michael Miller

SPORTS CONTINUED PAGE 1

Hanover game was well played but only wished for a victory. Later fans.

The freshman team of Marian defeated Hanover's freshman team by a 37 to 76 rout. Several of the freshman displayed excellent ability and their chances of being varsity material will be greatly increased if they keep working hard. Hang in there Rich and Joe.

SWIMMING POOL

In order to get more people to swim in Marian's inside Olympic pool there will be no admission starting yesterday. There will also be a pool party everyday and night when the pool is open. The girl with the best bikini will be given all she can drink throughout the night.

QUOTES...

"Even when laws have been written down, they ought not always to remain unaltered." - Aristotle

"I consider your conduct unethical and lousy." - Peter Arno

"Distrust all in whom the impulse to punish is powerful." - Friedrich Nietzsche